
(00:00):

So I'm gonna read something to you that I really like. The DNA is composed of four elements. This, this 
thing here, hydrogen nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon. When put together they form Y H w G Y H w G. Can 
you put that next slide up now, please? I'm going to have it sitting up there. There we go. Carbon is what 
makes us physical and earthly beings. When carbon is replaced with nitrogen, we have all the colorless, 
odorless and invisible gases, and they formed the letters. Y H w Y, which is short for y'all way. Y'all way 
you can see it there. And that's the Hebrew yod Hey, [inaudible] I don't know if that's perfect 
pronunciation, but I did my best. Okay.

(01:11):

Literally God has his DNA signature in your DNA strand, you have been made in the image of God. You 
are not, it's not just some accidental coding that God lift in the background, his literal genetic signature, 
when it sees you being made in his image, he literally put his signature in the bottom of the art piece. 
It's an every single cell of your body that you are a son or daughter of God. Come on. This is amazing. 
This is blow your mind. It blows my mind. So God literally has his name, not just a, you know, a symbol. 
He has his name in every one of your millions, billions trillions of cells that are making your body up right 
now, as you're sitting in that chair, God's name is in you blowing blows your way.

(02:16):

The mapping of the genetic code. No one has our DNA is probably the most important scientific 
breakthrough of the new millennium. I got this from an article mapping. The chemical sequence has an, 
our DNA as a breakthrough that is expected to revolutionize the practice of medicine. This discovery has 
lot has lasting physical and spiritual implications. The direct link can easily be discovered, uh, sorry. 
Found between the building blocks of life and the creator of the universe. God literally is living. You 
know, you want to follow the science, follow this science, Fowchee, follow this science. You can't deny 
that God you're trying to miss with God's product. Not just God's product, but God's children. You don't 
mess with God. You can't put on a science badge and a mask and play God.

(03:15):

Okay? Listen to this. Scientists discovered a map of our four DNA basis. No one has chromosomes that 
carry the ability to sustain life and appear differently for each person. Human DNA contains 23 pairs of 
chromosomes made up of hydrogen, not nitrogen oxygen, carbon, and the acidic counterparts in coded 
within these elements is an amazing blueprint of life that proves that the creator has put his own unique 
stamp upon every person, the secret and our DNA. It was from the burning Bush. Listen to this, this, this, 
this blows me away. It was from the burning Bush that the almighty God revealed his character as the 
great I am. This name is the Tetra grim Gramaton of the Hebrew letters given to Moses yod Hey war, 
Hey, I am who I am.

(04:11):

This is my name forever. The name by which I am to be remembered from generation to generation. 
Now compare this four letter name to the four elements that make up the human DNA in an ancient 
secret of creation is in the ancient secret of creation is discovered. The key to translating the code of the 
DNA is into the meaningful language is to apply the discovery of converting the elements to letters, 
which I've put up here based on their matching values. The atomic masses hydrogen becomes the letter 
yod, which is why nitrogen becomes the letter. Hey, which is H sorry, not the Le that Hey. Yup. Um, 
oxygen becomes the litter wive or wave, which is V or w and carbon becomes CML. The letter G the 
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substitution is now reveal that the ancient form of Yahweh's name exists as the literal chemistry that 
makes up our genetic code. This is amazing. Okay. This is absolutely amazing. So you guys tracking this 
right now. So why, w why, why did the sons of God come and procreate with the daughters of men? 
Because they were trying to change the code.

(05:32):

Satan has never been a creator. He's trying to deface or replicate God's intellectual property. Okay. So I 
want to read something to you and I have to read it very, very carefully. Can we please put that next one 
up? I believe it's the red one, DNA editing everything that's happening right now with this latest state of 
what did I say? The word was needles is actually the beginning sequence of changing our DNA. There is 
right now. So does everyone understand, did anyone ever have like a vaccine when you're a kid in 
school, like 20 years ago, where what that worked on was essentially, it gave you a small dose of like 
polio so that your body would build up immunity. It was a sustainable fightable dose that it wouldn't 
overwhelm me, but your body would get a small shock treatment, but enough to actually build an 
antibody reserve so that you would be immunized against that thing.

(06:40):

Well, this latest needle technology, this stuff right here is what they're trying to do. They're not doing 
that at all. Even though they're using the word vaccine, right? It's not, it is a coding in it. They going into 
your DNA and they're going to try and change it. It's not, they're not trying. That's what it is. So they're 
not giving you a dose of the, of the issue. They're actually giving your, your cells and instruction now to 
fight things. So what it is is it's not just giving you an instruction. It's changing your cells into a different 
form. It's changing your coding. What that means is they're removing your way out of your code.

(07:27):

You tracking this here, this is deep, heavy stuff. So, so we, we really need to understand just how sadistic 
that says, because where this is eventually going is they're going to start saying, we can give you another 
20 years of life. We can start changing it, where you can start to dictate what color hair you've got. You 
can start to, you know, have certain physical, genetic abilities, superhuman abilities. You're never going 
to get sick. If you have these certain things, you can edit how you are. Do you guys understand where 
this is going? The perfect human is how it will be pitched. That's why, if any of you guys heard about 
human 2.0, that that's been one of the cool cards that they've been talking about. If you haven't heard it 
pay attention, they are literally talking about human 2.0, are you guys aware that in the current needles, 
there is a compound in the current doses that is being pushed on everyone. Isn't it weird that if you've 
got such a successful medicine, that you'd have to push it on people and force them and manipulate it, if 
it was such a good product, wow, that's an interesting concept. Isn't it? If it was that good, you'd have to 
force everyone and tell them that they weren't allowed to buy and sell and go to stores unless they had 
your product. That's interesting. Isn't it?

(08:51):

There is a product that there is a compound in this needle called loose. A fair race. I will put enmity 
between your seed and her seed, Lucifer, race, Lucifer race. I didn't think he had any kids. RK. Hello? You 
guys tracking this. This is pretty mind-blowing stuff. I'm just doing my part for the community. Shoot me 
up. [inaudible] what happens when you get the M R ENA shot? So, firstly, that is, that is a writeable 
coding. Now I'm not going to talk right now at this point about everyone that's dying and having auto-
immune and heart failures and strokes that are completely healthy and normal, but you should 
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definitely check those concepts out. Okay? This is a, this is a, uh, little passage. I want to read you the 
foreign synthetic, Mr. And a inters yourselves and deceives the ribosomes and to replacing the virus 
spike proteins. And they speed the spread throughout the body, attaching themselves to other normal 
cells.

(10:16):

I lost my spot. This provokes an immune response in which the immune natural killer cells attack and kill 
the cells that display the virus, spike proteins. This is how an auto immune disease behaves in the body. 
Hello. See, I personally feel that we're dealing with population control, but I'll just leave that right there. 
And I do have a scripture for that. It talks about a third of the youth dying in a day. So anyways, we'll 
leave it right there, but that speculation, I'm not going to preach that as doctrine. But if you're smart, 
you're going to really pay attention to what they put in your body. Some of you put more attention into 
what's in your food and your diet, then what you're willing to put in your arms so that you can carry on 
living and be left alone.

(11:15):

If you have one of those things that apparently makes you completely safe, then why you have still 
having to live under oppression and a mask and everything else. Okay? Okay. Let's keep reading this for 
a little bit. And then I'm going to close with a couple of things. This is how an autoimmune disease 
behaves in the body, destroying your own cells. Watch this. They used to call it aids. So HIV there's an 
HIV protein, literally in the needle. Do you guys understand that if you don't, you should research it. So 
there's something called fair. There's these quantities of, of HIV. Well, researcher, it's there I've been 
researching. This is just shocking for some of you guys. It's like, oh my God. Yeah, it's right there.

(12:04):

It's right there. Okay. The effects are irreversible irreversible, by the way, the inventor of the MRE and a 
needle literally said, and I quote this product should never, ever under any circumstance be used on a 
human, the inventor. Hello? Are we awake? Some people survive. This attack others don't. In other 
words, the VAX and Jakes, an envelope of HIV, a Cynthia tin of another word that I can't even say, 
gamma Tura virus envelope end to end a size is two, which is the Corona virus for SEPTA binding 
domain. That is not a vaccine. They calling it something that it isn't, which is just like the devil. He'll tell 
you, you're getting it. Have any of you guys ever just listened to that wrong voice. And he, you thought 
you were getting into one thing, and then you ended up with a Trainwreck. There's a devil member 
members, honest with you. Look what happened with Eve.

(13:15):

Okay. Keep going here. Rather. It is the disease causing agent. These are long lived vaccine and juice, 
specific antibody specific and antibody. These specific antibodies are more robust. They are out. They 
out-compete your non [inaudible], your non-specific natural immune antibodies. So they are going to 
bypass your antibody system and turn into a third party contractor, like a mercenary inside of you. So 
your immune system gets weak and you start relying on a whole other defense system, which is a 
mutated cell that actually can be programmed and given different instructions at any time with 
boosters. Now here's a thought, if you keep having to get boosters periodically, they can slowly change 
you till you're not even human anymore. Catch this place. This is a big deal.
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